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Abstract

Efforts to estimate the effects of international trade on a countryâ€™s real income have
been hampered by the failure to account for the endogeneity of trade. Frankel and
Romer recently use a countryâ€™s geographic attributes â€” notably its distance from
potential trading partners â€” to construct an instrument to identify the effects of trade
on income in 1985. Using data from the pre-World War I, the interwar, and the post-war
periods, we find that the main result of Frankel and Romer is confirmed throughout the
whole century: countries that trade more as a proportion of their GDP have higher
incomes even after controlling for the endogeneity of trade. We also find that the OLS
estimate of tradeâ€™s effect on income is biased downwards in almost every sample
year. However, this result is not robust to the inclusion of distance from equator
(latitude).
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